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they cant keep up with the times, and half of the people who make the radio are
trying to make money and not music. so, without nashville, you have the country

music establishment and what does it produce? well, for one, musicians who
sing, that arent the oak ridge boys. and, as of late, artists who dont even sing

good. look at taylor swift who sings with a fake country voice. theres no north to
that, it's all south. its the same people and mentality of country music. they are
nothing more than a business. kenny chesney and faith hill just cant sing a song
with any life in it, thats not their singing voice, theirs just using auto-tune to try

and make a good singing voice. ask your local pop star if he can sing in a country
key. he can't. they all sound the same. auto-tuning songs is a problem! but, its
not a new problem. back in the day, there were the majority of songwriters that
werent singers either. and they would find it difficult to get their songs on the
radio. so they would change the melodies, add a vibrato, and they would do a
whole lot more. and, for the most part, they were recognized for those songs,
and were signed to a contract. it wasnt a secret. it was well understood, most
people in the music business, nashville in particular, understood that theres a
second chance for real music. its not about the 100,000 plus, its not about the

industry. don't think you can write a great song and call it country. wait, you can,
but why would you? thats a cheap way to put out a record. call it what it is. a
country song. thats even where the link between music and country begins.
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it started with t-pain, and gradually it spread to the whole genre, because of the
most egregious offender, a young white male singing in the key of c, and

mastering it on his own via the internet. it really started to sell once he started to
use the wacky over-used high-pitched vocal that gives the impression of

emotion, but are, in fact, really just off-tune stereotypes of which the person
behind them can only be laughing. (its the same pitch the computer used to

‘sing’ the moon in its early days – all the little ones). eventually it went beyond
country, and now to the top of hip-hop and pop. i realise some might think that it

doesnt matter, because its just a software product, and doesnt impact on the
quality of music. but thats precisely where the trouble started. the song is sung

in pitch, and the comping is based on that fake emotion that the vocalist is
throwing up to the microphone. the majority of people calling attention to auto

tune are revealing how bad the singing is, and revealing the fact that the vocalist
isnt actually good at singing. so why is his app called the t pain app? well thats a
pretty easy explanation - for the app store. the app even has a couple of videos

in it. one is a ‘how to’ basic vocal lesson. the other is him demonstrating the app.
it doesnt explain anything. it doesnt explain what auto tune is. perhaps if people

knew what it was, they would know more about the app, and that would help
both artists and consumers be more aware that its not all sunshine and lollipops.
i hear from young singers and songwriters that they’ve had a lot of their songs

‘snatched’, and given a crappy, auto-tuned, pop version, whether they are aware
of it or not. the more people like this song, the more people will buy the t pain

version of it. i think that this is a new generation’s titanic – if this happens, we’re
in real trouble. 5ec8ef588b
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